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Simpson Primary School
Enriching learning through
opportunity

SCHOOL MISSION
Provide high quality education in a positive, supportive
environment, enabling all students to achieve their potential.

Thursday 16th June 2022
Term 2 Week 8

The school values underpin a little school with a big heart:
At Simpson we C.A.R.E. Consideration- We show consideration towards each other.
Aspirational- We aspire to be the best version of ourselves possible.
Respect- We respect ourselves, others and property.
Engage- We engage to do our best at all times.
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I would like to take the time to thank families for what has been an incredibly busy and at times strenuous
semester. Take these upcoming holidays to relax, getaway, read a book or 3, take some time out for
yourself, but most importantly spend some time together with your children. They also have had an
incredibly busy semester and they are looking forward to the holidays. I am available to be contacted via
email or the school mobile over the holiday period.
Semester 1, 2022 - Reports
Teachers have been busy finalising student reports for this semester. These will be sent home with your
child and become ‘live’ on Compass, next Wednesday 22nd June.
These written semester reports allow you to monitor how your child is progressing in their classroom and
in specialist classrooms. This is our way of providing feedback to you on these very important areas and we
encourage you to discuss these scores with your child/ren.
2023 Enrolments
Enrolments are now open for 2023. Enrolment packs have been dropped off at the kindergarten. If you
know of anyone who is new to the area or requires an enrolment pack, please do not hesitate to send
them to the school. 2023 enrolment due date is Friday 19th August. This assists with our 2023 planning.

Terms 2 & 3 - Winter
As the weather is slowly turning into the cold, wet winter season, I encourage everyone to take care of
yourselves and your families’ health. Many students, staff and family members are experiencing symptoms
of the cold and flu bug, so I urge you all to rug up, eat and drink the healthy options and if you are not well,
see a doctor.
Students are encouraged to bring slippers or gumboots to wear during the colder terms. On cooler days
students will be outside during recess and lunch, so a warm jacket would also be beneficial. There are still
so many children coming without jumpers and as a school we do not have a supply of spares.
Beanies
A HUGE thankyou to Kimberley and Heyetsbury Stockfeeds for the donation of beanies for all our students
and staff to wear when outside. Each class has a different colour beanie.
We have told the students that these are to stay at school. If your child accidently brings their beanie
home, can you please pack it back into their school bag.

Education State Principals Conference
I was fortunate to attend the Education State Principals Conference on Monday 30th and Tuesday 31st of
May. With hundreds of principals convening together at the Melbourne Convention Centre, I felt privileged
to be among strong, knowledgeable, and committed leaders and be able to network with others to hear
their story, their successes, and their journeys. I do believe that all Victorian students have the best
teachers and leaders who care about them and who are committed to their communities.
Keynote speakers at the event included Dr. David Howes, the Deputy Secretary of Schools and Regional
Services, James Merlino, Minister for Education, and many educational specialist and leaders who are
experts in the field. Everyone was provided with the opportunity to be together, learn together and
challenge ideas through presentations, theory, and practice workshops.
The conference theme of ‘Stronger Together: Every Student, Every School’ speaks to the privilege of the
work of leading schools. I have come back to build on the conversations and learning from the conference
with our teachers, students, and our broader school community. Some of the theory and practice
professional learning workshops included ‘Leading Professional Learning for impact on learning and
wellbeing’, ‘Developing expertise in maths: designing a pathway to excellence’, ‘Contextualising Numeracy
by embedding DET initiatives’ and ‘Big ideas in quality assessment’.
Soaking up the atmosphere, the passion and knowledge to bring back to Simpson Primary School is an
opportunity to reflect on some of my key take-aways:
•
•
•

•
•

The power of education, educators, and students and the difference we all have made and continue to make.
Teach with intent. As teachers, we have the opportunity to change the narrative from what works (what we
have always ‘done’) to what works best.
All teaching and ES staff are an expert of some regard, and they bring this to the table every day. However, to
bring expertise to the table means that new learning is adaptive and designing an expertise pathway for our
school requires drawing on new learning.
Defining excellence as success relies on context and mutual understanding.
Responsive teaching requires a balance of validity and reliability measures.

Prep/1 News

Janine Murray

It is the end of term 2 and what a busy, eventful term it has been. My grade have coped well with all the
changes that pop up in the day of a primary school class. Joffa, the MIXX FM crew and the ambulance visit
were all highlights. All students have been given a Heytesbury Stockfeeds Beanie which is to stay at school
over winter. Each grade has a different colour which makes for easy identification in the playground. Thank
you to Heytesbury Stockfeeds.
In reading and writing we are focusing on the features of non-fiction texts. Students can identify the
characteristics of these texts. This week we are learning how to find the main idea, and the facts and
details in a non-fiction book.
In maths, we are fast approaching our 100th day of school. We will be up to day 85 by the end of term 2. As
a class, we will have a 100th day party early in term 3. Each day we change the number and display the
array, tally marks, and tens and ones in our number. We are also counting up to the number on a bead
frame and working out how many days until 100. Our focus in maths is fractions, particularly half of a
whole using paper, string, and streamers to demonstrate our understanding.
Our integrated studies unit is nearly complete. We are
making our class Acknowledgement to Country. Each student
painted a hand in the colours of the aboriginal flag: black to
represent the Aboriginal people, red to represent the red
earth and the spiritual connection to the land and yellow to
represent the sun, the giver of life and protector. As a class
the students need to decide on a background colour and the
finished arrangement. To date, this is what we have:
Thank you, Janine Murray.

1/2/3 News

Maddison McInnes

A busy and rewarding term has come to a close. Students have embraced learning this term, with many
significant gains made and individual learning goals reached. Our Tutor Learning Program has supported
several students in reading, writing, and spelling. The growth we have seen from these students has been
outstanding. It is a credit to them and Miss H for the hard work they have put in. The next cycle for the
Tutor Learning Program will commence next term.
In maths this week, we have continued our learning of fractions. Students were able to put their
knowledge of fractions to use to create an animal only using fractions. We had ladybirds made from halves,
fish made from quarters and many more.
In writing, we have started our topic of biographies. The knowledge students have of biographies is
amazing and we look forward to extending their knowledge. Next week students will be interviewing a
parent or sibling at home to write up a biography in class. We look forward to the interviews and finding
out more about our parents.
In reading, we are pausing and thinking “what is my character thinking here?” or “what might my character
be saying here?”. Even when the text does not tell us, we can imagine, noticing what has happened so far.
Students are pausing on the page and putting a thought or speech bubble above the character in the
picture and writing what they might be thinking or saying. This is allowing us to understand the characters
actions in the book.

Next week, there will be no homework due to the students needing to conduct an interview with a family
member or friend. Homework will start back up as normal next term.
Thanks, Maddison McInnes.

4/5/6 News

Sienna Turner

This term has really flown by. For writing, we have been busy creating biographies about famous Australian
historians. The 4/5/6 students have been practising their ‘readers voice’ and acting skills while rehearsing
their ‘readers theatre plays’ that we are going to perform for the Prep/1 class. In maths, we have been
learning all about fractions, equivalent fractions, and placing them on a number line. For Respectful
Relationships, we have had a major focus on what certain emotions look like, feel like and sound like, and
how to help ourselves or others if we are feeling these strong emotions. As well as a major focus on our
CARE values and how to demonstrate these inside and outside of school as Simpson Primary School
representatives.
Below are some examples of who the 4/5/6’s focused their biographies on:
I did my biography on Vida Goldstein. Vida Goldstein helped with the right for women to vote in Australia
and l found that very cool. - Kustom Robertson.
I did my biography on Sir Edmund Barton. He was the first Prime Minister of Australia. I found it very
interesting to learn about the things he achieved. – Lucy Ferrari.
I did my biography on Vida Goldstein. Vida made the right for women to vote in Australia. Vida was so
interesting to research and find out about. It was interesting to read about things that she achieved and
how she made an impact on society. - Keisha McVilly.
We did a biography on Sir Henry Parkes and found out he was a journalist and a politician and helped
Australia towards Federation. - Fin, Chloe, Cooper.
Thank you, Sienna Turner.

P-6 Yoga

Tutor Learning Initiative (TLI)

Jannique Hanegraaf

Term 2 has flown by and has been full of commitment and hard work from all students in our TLI groups;
whom should all be very proud of their efforts.
Over the course of Term 2, there have been four TLI groups, two cycles for both the 4/5/6 class and the
1/2/3 class.
Grade 4/5/6 TLI Term 2, Cycle 1 focused on mental math strategies for
addition and subtraction, place value of 3-digit numbers, and a review of odd
& even numbers.
Our current cycle is working on a Charlotte’s Web extension unit where
students are expanding their comprehension and deeper thinking skills of
text. Using the popular children’s tale to look at the story from a different
perspective.
TLI 4/5/6 sample work illustrating their final learnings. Focus was on odd &
even numbers, place value and subtraction of 3-digit numbers using
‘regrouping’ strategies.
Grade 1/2/3 TLI Term 2, Cycle 1 focused on enhancing the writing skills of
students, working richly on the structures of a narrative, informative texts,
and persuasive writing.
This is a sample of writing that was planned, edited, and narrated by the TLI
1/2/3 writing group. They started with a simple prompt of “I was lost…” and
had to come up with a story together. The story had to follow the structure of
a recount and contain direct speech.
Our current cycle is a Sounds Write extension group with explicit instruction
on ‘saying the sounds as you write the word’ to increase spelling skills.
I am very proud of the work and dedication all students have shown during
our TLI sessions. It is a pleasure working with each of these students daily
from Monday – Wednesday and to witness first-hand their growth in particular focus areas, and to see
how proud they are of their own achievements is wonderful.
Well Done!!
Jannique Hanegraaf.

Science/PE

Naomi Marr-Vogels

G.A.L.S (Girls As Leaders in STEM)
This semester, Ms Marr-Vogels, Keisha, Kustom, Lucy and Anna have collaborated with Deakin University,
The INVERGOWRIE Foundation, to improve girls’ engagement in STEM, entrepreneurial thinking, and
leadership. Below is a one slide explanation of their ‘project’. This Friday night, the ‘GALS Public Launch
Community Event’ takes place in Warrnambool, 4:30pm – 5:40pm, at the Lighthouse Theatre.

MS Readathon
Simpson Primary School is participating in this year’s MS Readathon. This is a great fundraiser for research
into Multiple Sclerosis.
The MS Readathon inspires kids to read as much as they can. The rules are simple. Read whatever you like,
as much as you can, in August. Set your own reading goal and ask people to sponsor you, all on the
webpage. We are aiming to get as many students as possible to participate in this worthy cause.
We know August is awhile away, but we would love everyone to register now so we do not have any issues
closer to the date like last year! Also, if the students sign up now, they get a goodie bag including a t-shirt,
bookbag and socks. Sign up with the school through this
link. https://www.msreadathon.org.au/fundraisers/simpson-primary-school-community
(The link was emailed from all classroom teachers at the start of last week to make it easier for you to
register.)

Junior School Council
Please note, the tea towels have been ordered along with a few spares so if you have forgotten and would
still like one, please contact the office. A display tea towel can also be found at the office showing the final
design. Payment for the tea towels must be made by next Friday, the 24th of June.
Thank, Junior School Council.

Notes & Annual Reminders
Happy Birthday to the following students!
Cara, Carter, and Dion.
Please note, term bus notes will be due at the start of Term 3 for any changes to travel arrangements for
the term. Travel notes will have to be re-submitted for them to apply for Term 3. New travel notes can be
found attached to the back of the newsletter or made by contacting the office.
A reminder that the last day of term 2 is the 24th of June and the students will finish at 2:15pm.
Term 3 will commence on Monday, the 11th of July.
Please note Settlement Supermarket will be offering lunch orders for the school, from Monday to Friday.
Attached to this newsletter is the new lunch order list.
Parents are asked to check that clothing is clearly named. If you have 2nd hand clothes, please check that
the name has been changed. If clothes are correctly named, we have some hope of returning items to the
correct owners.
Please ensure that all absences are noted via Compass App. If you have any problems, please refer to your
Compass booklet or contact the office during office hours Monday, Tuesday & Thursday from 8.30am until
3.30pm & Fridays from 8.30am until 10.30am
Could students who arrive at school after 8.55am please enter the school via the front door and report to
the office, so we can mark your attendance via Compass.

Community News

